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The Science &
Magic of Play
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The creation of something new is not accomplished
by the intellect, but by the play instinct.
Carl Jung

Many people think play as trivial. They are right. The most
delicious of all of the paradoxes of play is that its power
lies in its triviality. Because it doesn’t count, we are
free in play to fail, and hence we are free to learn.
Peter Gray, psychologist and author

Play is the highest form of research.
Albert Einstein

We don’t stop playing because we grow old; we grow old

because we stop playing.

George Bernard Shaw

When I was a kid I climbed trees, played outdoors and
got into adventures. It helped shape who I am today.
Richard Branson

Taking risks is essential if a child is going to learn about the
true nature of life on earth. Risk, in play as in life, is
not only unavoidable, it is everywhere.
Bob Hughes, Evolutionary Playwork

About NCDUK
National Children’s Day UK (NCDUK) is all about children and how they have special rights
and freedoms that help them to grow into happy, healthy adults.
Children’s Day was originally established in 1954 by the UN General Assembly and was
intended as a day of worldwide fraternity and understanding between children.
Many other countries celebrate the rights of children on the 20th November – the United
Nations nominated day. However, we felt that it was really important that British children
should be able to get outside on Children’s Day, into their neighbourhoods and nature, so
in the UK we have chosen to hold it at the beginning of the summer.

Our Aims
Childhood is precious. It creates the values, mindsets and dispositions that determine our
interaction with the world around us for the rest of our lives. Children, therefore, have one
very special right - and that is the ability to be able to develop, naturally and happily, to
their full potential.

National Children’s Day UK is dedicated to
helping ensure that children can develop
naturally and happily, to their full potential.
NCDUK was launched by the Save Childhood Movement in 2013 and on the 11th May
2014 we ran a very successful day focusing on children’s need to connect with nature.
Sponsors and supporters of the day included the Wild Network, the National Trust, the
Eden Project, Community Playthings, Siren Films and Eureka National Children’s Museum.
The theme for NCDUK2015 is ‘The Science and Magic of Play’.

About the Save Childhood Movement
The movement was launched in April 2013 and consists of a growing collaboration
of individuals and organisations that share a deep concern about societal values and
wellbeing and the current erosion of natural childhood. Currently a totally voluntary
initiative, it has the support of a global panel of expert advisors and is in the process of
becoming a charity. One of the aims of the movement is to demonstrate the power of
people coming together to seek a more values-led and community-focused society in the
UK that has the best interests of children and families at its heart.
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Brains Play
The science and magic of play and playfulness
and why it matters for children and adults
Play is so important to optimal child development that it has been recognized by the
United Nations High Commission for Human Rights as a right of every child (Article 31). It is
vital for the enjoyment of childhood as well as children’s social, emotional, intellectual and
physical development.
The 2004 review ‘Getting Serious About Play’, on which the Big Lottery Fund Play
Programme was based, states that: ‘Play means what children and young people do when
they follow their own ideas and interests, in their own way and for their own reasons.’ It
is therefore all about children’s natural creativity and being able to do things without
needing to focus on specific, pre-determined outcomes.
Over the last few decades a variety of factors have significantly reduced children’s ability
to play, including changes in family structure, a more hurried lifestyle, a more risk-averse
society and an increased focus on academic attainment.

‘Playing is central to children’s physical, psychological and social well-being. Whilst playing,
children can experience real emotions, create their own uncertainty, experience the
unexpected, respond to new situations and adapt to a wide variety of situations. Play
enables children to form friendships and attachments to adults and to places, allowing for
the development of familiarity and intimacy with both.
It can provide opportunities for independent learning and building confidence, resilience,
self-esteem and self-efficacy. Whilst play can bring families closer together, strengthening
parent–child relationships, playing away from adult supervision is equally important,
allowing children to acquire independent mobility, explore the world on their own terms
and create their own identities.’ A World without Play - A Literature Review
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Why we should be worried
Street play has decreased dramatically

times, including lunchtime, have been

over time. While 71% of adults reportedly

significantly shortened (Nuffield Foundation

played outside every day as children, only

Report, 2006).

21% of today’s children claim to do so
(Playday, 2007).

British children spend disproportionately

Parents no longer believe that playing

screens, compared to their counterparts in

outdoors is safe for their children. In fact,

other Western European countries. ‘Higher

according to the 2006 Children’s Society

levels of TV viewing are having a negative

research, 43 % of adults felt that children

effect on children’s well-being, including

should not be allowed out unsupervised

lower self-worth, lower self-esteem and

under the age of 14, and 22 % thought

lower levels of self-reported happiness.’

children should not venture out alone until

(Children’s Society, 2013).

large amounts of time in front of

they are 16 years old.

The UK has the highest rate of child

Childhood play is being seen as anti-

obesity in Western Europe, which is

social. Play England’s 2007 research found

estimated to cost the NHS about £4.2bn a

that 51% of children have been told by

year (Public Health England, 2009).

adults to stop playing in the streets or area
near their home.

Less than 1 in 10 children regularly play

Negative attitudes towards children have

of 10 a generation ago (Natural Childhood

led to the banning of activities that appeal

Report, 2011).

in wild spaces now, compared to 5 out

to younger people, such as ball games and
skateboarding in community spaces.

Child mental wellbeing is on the decline.
According to YoungMinds:

Living Streets (2009) provide evidence that
the decline in use of the street and public
space has led to poor neighbourhood
relations - 72 % of respondents aged 65
and over stated that, when they had a
young family, they knew at least five of
their neighbours well enough to engage
in conversation. Of today’s parents, more

• Three children in every classroom has
a diagnosable mental health disorder
(and that’s just the ones that have been
diagnosed)
• One in five young adults show signs of an
eating disorder

than a quarter knew fewer than two of their

• One in 12 deliberately harm themselves

neighbours.

(and 25,000 of them are hospitalised each

Free play has increasingly become seen

year because of this)

as a superfluous or trivial activity that only

• Nearly 80,000 children and young

has value when it is directed towards an

people suffer from severe depression

end-learning goal. To that end school days

or emotional problems.

have been getting longer, whereas break
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Ideas for Your
Key

qqq
takes some
time and you
will need to
buy materials

qq

2015 Event

On NCDUK you can celebrate PLAY in any way you want. Our imaginations
are boundless but of course you need to take into account your team,
your space, the time available for preparation and for the actual activities
as well as your budget. We have added an indication of how much
time and preparation is needed for each of our ideas as well as which
age group we think might enjoy them most. Please remember that for
organised events you will need to do your own risk assessments and
arrange the appropriate insurance cover.

takes some
time and
hunting around
for materials

q
takes little
time to set
up and uses
inexpensive
materials

Making & Building

as the children build their very own village
house by house. You could add roads, zebra

Costume Making

crossings, parks, benches and whatever

Make dressing-up clothes out of different

Many local shops are happy to donate their

materials. How about creating a shirt out
of a paper carrier bag, or out of leaves?
Use old shirts and other adult clothes to
make royal garments; you could glue or
sew them together to fit their new owner.

else you can think of to your Pop-Up Village.
cardboard boxes for good causes such as
this if you ask in advance to find out when
they expect their next delivery.
Prep: qqq Cost: qqq Age: 3+

Add jewels to make them beautiful. Or how
about creating a whole set of aliens’ outfits?
Vikings, race-drivers, astronauts, princesses,

Obstacle Course

doctors, or whatever else you’ve always

Use the same materials as for the Pop-Up

wanted to be. Ask parents to bring in any

Village to construct a giant obstacle course

unwanted old shirts, or ask at your local

across the playground, a hall or any room.

charity shop for unwanted stock.

Under, over, through – have fun!

Prep: qq

Cost: q

Age: 4+

Prep: qqq Cost: qqq Age: 3+

Pop-Up Village

Playground Art Fair

Give children an assortment of materials

Create a giant collaborative chalk drawing

such as cardboard boxes of various sizes,

in the playground. Alternatively, create lots

duct tape, lengths of fabric, planks of wood,

of chalk pictures and have a panel of judges

branches, rope . . . Stand back and watch

choose: the most colourful; the
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funniest; the most creative, etc. painting.

to tell a story without using any words. It’s

And how about self-portraits in chalk? You

called mime, clowns do it all the time. Can

could even make the chalk as a group. See

you make a face to express an emotion?

www.creativeplayhouse.mumsinjersey.

What does happy, sad, mad, glad look like?

co.uk/2012/11/easy-homemade-chalk-paint.

Prepare a clown show for others to watch.

html for instructions.

Prep: qq

Prep: qq

Cost: q

Cost: q

Age: 3+

Age: 3+

Treasure Box

Useful Books for Creative Makers

Provide the children with a large box of

and Builders:

random objects (reclaimed, recycled and

Boom! Splat! Kablooey! Safe Science
That’s a Real Blast (Klutz) by Pat Murphy

natural materials) and see what they do

Cathedral, Mosque, Pyramid, Unbuilding,
Building Big and The New Way Things Work, all

This idea comes from a project called

by David Macauley

with them.
World of Stuff, based in North Somerset.
Prep: qq

Trees and Playhouses You Can Build, by

Cost: q

Age: 1+

Davied and Jeannie Stiles
Useful Books for Fans of Make Believe:

Make Believe

For Adults:

101 Circus Games for Children,

Dressing Up

by Paul Rooyackers

Use the costumes you made yourselves

A Child’s Work: The Importance of
Fantasy Play, by Vivian Gussin Paley

- see Costume Making under Making and

Building - to become someone you’ve
always wanted to be. Put on a show. Make

Make-Believe: Games and Activities
for Imaginative Play, by Dorothy

up a story and perform it. Create your

and Jerome Singer

own actions and words to tell the story.
Alternatively, use a well-known story and
re-enact it.
Prep: qq

Cost: q

Age: 3+

The Case for Make Believe,
by Susan Linn

Your Child at Play Series,
by Marilyn Segal
For Children:

Clowning Around

A Color of His Own, Frederick, It’s Mine!,
Swimmy, all by Leo Lionni

Clowns do more than make people
laugh. They can help kids learn to deal
with something new they might not have
encountered before. If you were a clown,
what would your outfit look like? Put on a
clown nose and make people laugh. Try

4

The Trip to Panama, Little Tiger Get Well
Soon and other titles, all by Janosch
Where the Wild Things Are,
by Maurice Sendak
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Ideas for Your

2015 Event continued...

Group Games

www.urbandictionary.com/define.
php?term=kick+the+can

Key

Treasure Hunt

www.gameskidsplay.net/games/sensing_

qqq

Make a treasure hunt – this could be done

www.gameskidsplay.net/games/circle_

in two teams with both teams making secret

games/dk_dk_gs.htm

takes some

games/rl_gl.htm

time and you

maps and hiding treasure for each other.

will need to

Prep: qqq

buy materials

qq
takes some
time and
hunting around
for materials

q
takes little
time to set

Cost: q-qqq Age: 6+

materials

Cost: q-qq

Age: 4+

Useful Books to Keep the Games Going:

Airplane Races

100 Paper Planes to Fold and Fly,

Make paper airplanes of different types

by Andy Tudor

and in different sizes. Set up a start line

Great Big Book of Children’s Games:
Over 450 Indoor & Outdoor Games for Kids, by

and see whose flies fastest. Then try flying
them from a different place - outside,
inside, out of a window, aiming for a
specific spot to land them.
Prep: q

Cost: q

Age: 4+

up and uses
inexpensive

Prep: q

Debra Wise

Jenny Mosley’s Top 100 Playground Games to
Enjoy Seal Outside, by Jenny Mosley
Klutz Book of Paper Airplanes, by Doug
Stillinger

Pavement Games
Hop, skip and jump! Use chalk to draw
shapes on the ground. Play hopscotch or

Nature’s Playground: Activities, Crafts and
Games to Encourage Children to Get Outdoors,
by Fiona Danks and Jo Schofield

make up your own rules. Play Tic-Tac-Toe.

Silly Sports and Goofy Games,

Play skipping rope. Have a French Skipping

by Spencer Kagan

session outside or inside. For more
pavement games, see www.slideshare.net/
enriccalvet/playground-games-a
Prep: q

Cost: q

Age: 4+

Movement & Music
Drumming Circle
Nothing gets the blood flowing like the

Group Games
Play outdoor group games such as Capture
the Flag; Stuck in the Mud; Kick the Can;
Red Light, Green Light; Duck, Duck, Goose.

sound of drums. Everyone’s got a rhythm
inside them just waiting to come out!
Anything can be a drum. Turn over a plastic
bucket and start to bang out a rhythm.
Then play the drums to familiar songs

www.wikihow.com/Play-Capture-the-Flag

everyone knows. Invent new kinds of

www.kidspot.com.au/kids-activities-and-

instruments to go with your drums.

games/Outdoor-activities+9/Stuck-in-the-

Prep: qq

mud-game+11338.htm
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Cost: q

Age: 0+

animal. Use just your head, then your legs

More Activities
for Very Young
Children

only, next a dance with your arms only. Then

Chasing and blowing bubbles; tummy

use every part of you! How about moving

time with blankets, rattles, cloth books,

on to Mirror Dancing: get a partner and

crawl balls; take a walk and explore

take turns following everything your partner

different textures, heights, sounds, mirrors,

does. And an old favourite: When you are

reflections.

Dance Party
We all love a good boogie. Dance to the
drums of your drumming circle or turn up
your jukebox. Invent new kinds of dancing.
Make up a dance that mimics your favourite

dancing, make a circle and let everyone take
turns dancing in the middle.
Prep: q

A big

Cost: q

Prep: qq

Cost: q

Age: 0+

Age: 0+

thank you to all the people sha
ring

great ideas about play on their w
ebsites!
4
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Some of our Partners

Many thanks to the sponsors of our 3 competitions
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Our Stategic Partners

The City of Bath Forest of Imagination
5x5x5 Creativity
We are really excited to be working with the City of Bath this year and to be part of their
amazing Forest of Imagination event. Partners include: Grant Associates, Feilden Clegg
Bradley, Bath Spa University, Ideas of the Mind, Bath Illuminate, Herman Miller and the RSA.
Forest of Imagination is a contemporary, multi-disciplinary installation with a wide range
of events and happenings: a place of serious creative play. Imaginative interventions take
place within Bath’s historical landscape and a group of contemporary artists, landscape
architects and designers have mobilised the community to work towards establishing a
permanent home for contemporary creativity in Bath.
The City has just announced its commitment to work towards becoming a UNICEF
nominated Child Friendly City with an annual celebration of NCDUK part of this process.

4
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The Ultimate Block Party is a non-profit organization founded in the States by a coalition
of leading educators, scientists and cultural leaders aiming to put ‘The Arts and Sciences
of Play’ at the forefront of children’s lives as a critical factor in the development of 21stcentury skills.
The first UBP event was run in New York’s Grand Central Park in 2010 and attracted more
than 30,00 families and children. A celebration of play for families, educators and all who
are interested in the power of play in children’s development, growth and learning, events
are now being held in local parks across the USA
Although there was not enough time to seek sponsors and funding to bring the Ultimate
Block Party over to the UK in 2015, we hope to do so for NCDUK2016!

Playing is an essential building block for learning–it’s a laboratory for exposure to real world creativity,
imagination and socialisation. Playing well helps kids
feel successful - a fundamental emotional goal of the
educational process. Play well. Learn more.
Craig Hatkoff, National Ultimate Block Party
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Play Champions

Become an NCDUK Play Champion!
We are looking for children’s centres, childminder settings, playgroups, nurseries and
schools where children are given the space and time for play of all kinds – creative,
exploratory, imaginative, deep play, rough and tumble play, role play, mastery play – any
type of play that involves children’s natural creativity and being able to do lots of things
without adult direction and the need to achieve any specific, pre-determined outcomes.
We are delighted that the wonderful BEAR nibbles are supporting this initiative and all the
children playing at our Play Champion settings will be sent a minibox of their yummy BEAR
Alphabites and a bag of BEAR Paws.
You can find the details on our website: www.nationalchildrensdayuk.com/play-champions

Competitions
This year we are running three competitions :

Best 4 - 5 Minute Video
To help us raise awareness about why play matters and what we can do about it – we will
be looking for power and originality!

Best combined poster and poem/quote
Share a photograph, a drawing, a collage or any other image and add into it a poem or
quote that captures the importance of play. Ideally we are looking for something that
combines the two as one image so that it is easy to share.

Best children’s poster
An original poster created by children to help show the magic of play.
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Fun stuff to get for your event
You can find the NCDUK Promotional packs on our website
www.nationalchildrensdayuk.com/promotional-pack.html

The Science & Magic of

Brains Play

Sunday 17th May
We Support
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NCDUK2015 Promotional Partner
This year we are delighted to be partnering with B-Loony so that you can order flags,
banners and bunting directly from them. See our website for more details
www.nationalchildrensdayuk.com/promotional-partner.html

Brains Play
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Become a Champion for Childhood

Help make NCDUK a major annual event
Until now NCDUK has been run with minimal funding and by a totally voluntary team. We were
delighted to receive a £10,000 Awards for All grant from the Big Lottery this year, but we now
need help to grow the event so that it can become a major national celebration of childhood.

Please let us know if
you are a grant funder
or national sponsor
who would like to help!
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The social, physically active childhoods that earlier
generations could take for granted are now denied to
growing numbers of children, with potentially serious
consequences for their health.
Adrian Voce, Play England

Are you ready to play
on

?

Sunday 17th May

The Science &
Magic of Play

Brains Play

Getting in touch
Access our promotional and media packs via the website.
contact@nationalchildrensdayuk.com
@ncduk2015
National-Childrens-Day-UK

www. nationalchildrensdayuk.com

